Sr. Front-end Engineer @ mLab
About mLab:
mLab is one of the fastest growing companies in the cloud infrastructure space. The company is solving mission-critical
challenges faced by developers who require innovative database technology to support their applications. Our solution is built
on MongoDB, the leading NoSQL database which is disrupting the multi-billion dollar database market. We're headquartered
in the Mission/ Potrero area of San Francisco and are well-funded by premier venture and angel investors including Foundry
Group, Baseline Ventures, Upfront Ventures, Freestyle Capital, and David Cohen of TechStars.
Our users love our Database-as-a-Service (DBaaS) solution, as it allows them to focus their attention on product development,
instead of operations. Developers create thousands of new databases per month using our fully managed cloud database
service which offers highly available MongoDB databases on the most popular cloud providers. Our customers love our top-tier
support, automated backups, web-based management, performance enhancement tools, and 24/7 monitoring.
Looking forward, our roadmap includes a suite of new capabilities which will have a massive impact on the efficiency with
which developers write and deploy applications.
We’re biased (of course), but we believe our culture is one of our greatest assets. What makes us happiest? Innovating,
automating, helping software developers, and giving back to our community. To get a better taste for who we are, visit our
website at http://mlab.com and read our blog at http://blog.mlab.com.

The role:
We are looking for an outstanding front-end technologist to lead our UI efforts for our technology products as well as for our
public-facing websites. As such you will work on projects initiated by the product organization as well as the marketing team.
This position requires a mix of design, development and collaborative skills. Our existing stack consists of Node.js /
Javascript, Java, Python, HTML, and CSS.
You should have a love of developers and developer tools because developers are our customer!

Your key responsibilities will include the following:
n

Design of the overall architecture of the website and products.

n

Lead UI development of all user-facing pages and features.

n
n
n

Integrate the front-end and back-end aspects of our applications.
Translate UI/UX wireframes to working user interfaces.
Leverage design and web skills to help us position the company as a technical thought leader, both online and offline.

Our ideal candidate possesses or demonstrates:
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

5 or more years of experience as a software developer.
Strong user experience and user interface skills.
Strong experience navigating the intersection of marketing & engineering, design & programming.
Proficiency in Javascript, HTML and CSS as well as newer front-end technologies such as Angular.js or React.
Excellent communication skills.
Proficiency with Adobe Creative Suite.
Experience building websites and content for technical audiences.

You get bonus points if:
n
n
n
n

You
You
You
You

are a tinkerer! Show us any personal projects you’ve worked on, GitHub projects you’ve forked, etc.
have experience executing a branding campaign across numerous digital marketing assets.
are naturally inclined to provide unbelievable customer service and enjoy teaching and helping others.
are in love with (or have been seriously dating) MongoDB.

What we offer:
n
n
n

A unique opportunity to play a critical role at a high-growth company in a rapidly emerging open source cloud
infrastructure category.
In five years, the chance to say you “got in early” into one of the pioneers!
Competitive salary, health benefits, equity, and matching 401(K) plans. (We pay for parking tickets in San Francisco’s
Mission District, too.)

